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Abstract: The paper studies features of corporate taxation in Europe. Applicable taxes for business
organizations in Europe are described. Trends in the development of corporate tax European countries have
been discussed.  Problems in the development of taxation of enterprises are described, their reasons are
outlined. Structure of payments of the enterprises in the national budget was examined. Countries with
significant shares of direct, indirect taxes and the countries in which dominate contributions to social protection
were  determined.  The features of the structure of payments of European business are described. Similarities
and differences  in the modern development of taxation of business structures in Europe were discussed.
Trends in the state corporate taxation European countries are outlined. Factors of the corporate taxation at this
stage in Europe have been discussed.
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INTRODUCTION as is generally known, any reform of the tax system

On the modern stage of development of world functioning, it will be before, the desired result is attained.
economy the problems of development of the national tax An analogical tendency is observed and for a personal
systems of the European states Ukraine belongs to that income tax. But on this tax the governments of the
stand especially sharply. The scientists of many countries European states do not have single approach. Most
as key problems of development of taxation of the countries of Europe give preference to the progressive
European countries determine the problems of scale of taxation of personal income: Austria, Belgium,
overcoming of international tax competition and Great Britain, Germany, Ireland, Luxemburg, Switzerland,
achievement of tax harmonization. France, Netherlands, Denmark, Sweden, Spain, Italy et al.

With intensifying of economic competition between The tax system of Czech Republic, Hungary, Latvia
countries, both within the framework of the European envisages the single rate of personal income tax-15%, 16%
union and in the international economic arena, a sharp and 25% accordingly [1]. The tax reforms conducted in the
necessity appeared for reformation of the national tax European countries are sent to liberalization of the system
systems, adaptations of them to the dynamically changing of taxation for prevention of outflow of capital and skilled
economic terms and giving to them to the greater specialists. In most countries rate of tax value-added
competitiveness. unlike taxes from income remain relatively stable. In

One of criteria of competitiveness of the tax system of separate countries their revision came true both with the
the European state on the modern stage is the optimal tax purpose of increase (Cyprus, Slovenia, Germany, Greece,
loading on the fund of remuneration of labour and profit Italy, Netherlands, Portugal) and with the purpose of
of enterprise. During a few last decades of government of decline (Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and France)
many European states accepted decision about the [2]. Proclamation needs Ukraine of strategy of European
decline of the tax loading on the profit of enterprises, but, integration the special going near reformation of the tax

requires the protracted period of introduction and
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system, that must show out her on the level of differentiation of rates are used on a tax value-added for
development of countries of Europe. Unfortunately, today the different groups of commodities, operations. The rate
the home tax system serves as a factor, that reduces the of income tax enterprises hesitates from 12% to 33%.
international competitiveness of Ukraine, assists the As is generally known, in the countries of European
height of shadow sector of economy, distribution of Union the minimum limit of basic rate of tax is accepted
corruption and fixing of social injustice in a company. value-added-she must be no less than 15%. In addition, a

RESULTS should not be lower than 5% solved. As an exception, for

The aim of this research consists in the exposure of Reduced rates relative to the base rate, value-added
tendencies in development of the European systems of tax rate used for agricultural production, services in the
taxation of enterprise structures on the modern stage, with field of education in the development of resource-saving
the purpose of forming and ground of conception of technologies, the book home, food, pharmaceutical
reformation of the system of taxation of enterprises in production and zero rate of export products.
Ukraine. For the achievement of the put aim the Rates of the basic taxes paid by the enterprises of
comparative analysis of the systems of taxation of countries of Eastern Europe presented in a Table 3.
enterprises of group of the European countries is Among the indicated countries of Eastern Europe
conducted on three basic taxes: to the income tax (Table 3), the highest rate on an income tax is used in
enterprise, to the value-added tax and personal income Azerbaijan (22%), subzero-to Hungary (10%). The
tax. countries  of Eastern Europe are characterized also

The entire studied countries were divided into four primary  application  of single rate on a personal income
groups on the criterion of geographical location of tax without classification of payers on the levels of the
country (Table 1). The geographical closeness of income  got by them. Such likeness in determination of
countries assists the closeness of their levels of economic size  of  the tax withholdings in taxation of personal
development, stages of market maturity, demographic and income is explained by the low level of income of
political development. population of these countries and considerable

For each of indicated in a Table 1 countries, the distinction in the standards of living between the layers
analysis of the system of taxation of enterprises of population. In respect of indirect taxation, then in most
functioning on her territory is conducted. As a criterion countries basic and additional rates are used on a tax
for the first stage of analysis the rates of the basic taxes value-added, here the highest rate on this tax is used in
paid by the enterprises of every group of countries of Hungary, subzero-in Kazakhstan. The difficult economic
Europe, as ingredients of mechanisms of taxation of situation folded in Kazakhstan in the period of 2005-2006
enterprises of the European states, are used. is caused  by  the low level of consumption into a

By basic taxes among the taxes and collections, paid country, defined strategy of government of the state on
by the enterprise of any European state, are income tax, a gradual tax cut on a value added during three years with
value-added personal income tax and tax. These taxes fill 15% to 12% [5]. A rate of tax value-added in Hungary is
budgets for each European country, but the ratio between the greatest not only among indicated in a Table 3
the share of direct and indirect taxes in each of them was countries of Eastern Europe, but also on the whole among
historically formed and continues to grow with a number the countries of European Union. Strategy of increase of
of features. A rate of tax is a size of accrue tax on unit of rate of tax value-added is formed the government of
quantitative expression of the article of taxation. In turn, Hungary under influence by the difficult socio-economic
the article of taxation is signs that ground collection of situation folded in a country. Such situation is caused by
corresponding tax. For example, if the object of taxation is the high rate of inflation, unemployment, considerable
a right of ownership on lot land, then the article of volume of external debt of the state. For overcoming of
taxation-it lot land directly. the indicated problems the government of Hungary, one

Rate of income tax, personal income tax, value-added of the first among the countries of European Union,
tax, countries of Western Europe paid by enterprises appealed to International Monetary Fund after crediting,
presented in a Table 2. but, in spite of requirements of this international

As be obvious from a Table 2, in all investigated organization to application of progressive scale of
systems of taxation of enterprises of countries of Western taxation of population, continues to defend the single rate
Europe for a personal income tax a progressive scale and of income-tax [6].

number of friendly goods slowdown VATS provided and

some goods prices are a negative answer to 0%.
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Table 1: Groups of the investigated European states

Name of group
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Item Western Europe Eastern Europe North Europe South Europe

1 Austria Hungary Denmark Greece
2 Belgium Ukraine Iceland Spain
3 Great Britain Czech Republic Latvia Italy
4 Germany Slovakia Lithuania Turkey
5 Luxemburg Azerbaijan Norway Malta
6 Netherlands Georgia Finland Portugal
7 France Russian federation Estonia Slovenia
8 Switzerland Belarus Sweden Croatia

Table 2: Rates of the basic taxes paid by the enterprises of countries of Western Europe

Item Name of country Income tax Personal income tax Tax value-added

1 Austria 25% A rate is progressive to 50% Basic rate-20%, Additional rates-19%, 12%, 10%, 0%
2 Belgium 33% A rate is progressive to 50% Basic rate-21%, additional rates-12%,6% and 0%
3 Great Britain 26% A rate is progressive to 50% Basic rate-20%, additional rates-5%, 0%
4 Germany 15% A rate is progressive to 45% Basic rate-19%, additional rates-7%, 0%
5 Luxemburg 21% A rate is progressive to 39% Basic rate-15%, additional rates-12%, 6%, 3% and 0%
6 Netherlands 20% to 200 000 Euro; A rate is progressive from Basic rate - 20%, additional rates - 6%

25% an over 200 000 Euro 1,95% to 52%
7 France 33% Rate progressive 5,5% to 41% Basic rate - 19,6%, additional rates - 5,5%, 7%, 2,1%.
8 Switzerland Hesitates from 12% to 22% A rate is progressive to 11,5% Basic rate - 8%, additional rates - 3,5%, 2,8%.

Source: [3]

Table 3: Rates of the basic taxes paid by the enterprises of countries of Eastern Europe

Item Name of country Income tax Personal income tax Tax value-added

1 Hungary 10% to 500 million Hungarian forints, 16% Basic rate-27%, additional rates-18%, 5%
19% the over 500 million Hungarian forints

2 Poland 19% A rate is progressive Basic rate-23%, additional rates-8%, 
from 18% to 32% 5%, 0%.

3 Czech Republic 19% 15% Basic rate-20%, additional rates-14%
4 Slovakia 19% 19% Basic rate-20%, additional rates-10%.
5 Azerbaijan 22% 14% to 2000 azn, over 2000 azn Base rate-18%

35% from the sum of exceeding
6 Kazakhstan 15% 10% Base rate-12%
7 Russian federation 20% 13% Basic rate-18%, additional rates-10%, 0%.
8 Republic of 18% 12% Basic rate-20%, additional rates- 

Belarus 16,67%, 9,09%, 0,5%, 24%.

Source: [4]

Table 4: Rates of the basic taxes paid by the enterprises of countries of North Europe

Item Name of country Income tax Personal income tax Tax value-added

1 Denmark 25% A rate is progressive to 56% Base rate - 25%
2 Iceland 18% 37,2% Basic rate - 25,5%, additional rates - 7%
3 Latvia 15% 25% Basic rate - 21%, additional rates - 12%, 0%
4 Lithuania 15% 15% Basic rate - 21%, additional rates - 9%, 5%, 0%
5 Norway 28% 28% Basic rate - 25%, additional rates - 15%, 11,11%, 8%, 0%
6 Finland 26% 31,5% Basic rate - 23%, additional rates - 13%, 9%.
7 Estonia 21% 21% Basic rate - 20%, additional rates - 9%, 0%
8 Sweden 26% A rate is progressive from 31% to 57% Basic rate - 25%, additional rates - 12%, 6%, 0%

Source: [8]
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Table 5: Rates of the basic taxes paid by the enterprises of countries of South Europe
Item Name of country Income tax Personal income tax Tax value-added
1 Greece 25% 40% Basic rate - 23%, additional rates - 13%, 6,5%
2 Spain 30% to 90 000 euro, above - 35% 24-43% Basic rate - 21%, additional rates - 10%, 4%
3 Italy 27,5% 22-43% Basic rate - 21%, additional rates - 10%, 4%
4 Turkey 20% 15-35% Basic rate - 18%, additional rates - 8%, 1%
5 Malta 35% 15-35% Basic rate - 18%, additional rates - 7%, 5%, 0%
6 Portugal 36% 15-40% Basic rate - 23%, additional rates -13%, 6%
7 Slovenia 18% 16%-41% Basic rate - 20%, additional rates - 8,5%
8 Montenegro 9% 15% Basic rate - 22%, additional rates -0%
Source: [9]

Czech Republic presently is on middle positions in layers and from other-assists the decline of economic
size of rates of tax value-added in Europe and high on an activity of population of country on the whole. For this
income-tax and social withholdings on salaries. Lately in reason correlation of direct and indirect taxes,
Czech Republic a tendency was formed on the increase of considerable disproportions in the tax receivables of
tax value-added. The government of Czech Republic is budget of the state play a fundamental role forming of
plan the gradual increases of rate of tax value-added 2015 progress of tax subsystem and all socio-economic system
to. So, for example, from January, 1 2013 it is planned of the state trends.
annually to promote a rate on 1%. Absence of the lowered Rate of income tax, personal income tax, value-added
rates of taxes on social goods and services will assist tax, countries of South Europe paid by enterprises
growth of social tension in a country [7]. presented in a Table 5.

Rate of income tax, personal income tax, value-added Among the countries of South Europe, indicated in a
tax, countries of North Europe paid by enterprises Table 5, the greatest rates on an income tax enterprises
presented in a Table 4. apply Malta, Spain and Portugal, while, indirect taxes

By the feature of the countries of North Europe, prevail in withholdings of enterprises of Malta and
indicated in a Table 4, there is application of single rates Portugal and to Spain are withholdings on social defence
on basic lines to the taxes (to the income tax enterprise of population. Such tendency is conditioned by that the
and income-tax of population). The highest rate on an governments of Portugal, Malta use indirect taxes as most
income tax enterprise among the north European states is effective fiscal instrument and for them filling of budget is
used in Norway (28%), subzero-in Latvia and Lithuania difficult due to withholdings on the income of physical
(15%). In Norway in the system of taxation of enterprises and legal persons, in connection with the low level of
a preference gives oneself up to direct taxation, that is income of population and business activity of enterprise
possible due to the high level of income of both physical structures. The system of taxation of enterprises in Spain
and legal persons, high levels of quality of life of is special that in withholdings in a budget from
population and business activity of enterprise structures. enterprises  the  stake  of  indirect  taxes   makes  33%,
However Norway also adheres to strategy of increase of lines-31% and social withholdings-36%, i.e. difference in
the indirect tax withholdings by means of tax value-added. this case between indexes insignificant.
In particular, three countries of European Union, in 2012 On the second stage of analysis of progress of
increased rates on a tax value-added is Norway, Hungary taxation  of  enterprises  of  countries  of  Europe trends,
and Ireland. The row of countries of European Union also we consider a necessity the analysis of stake of indirect
plan the increases of base rates of tax value-added and direct taxes, social withholdings in the general volume
(Cyprus, Italy, France, Czech Republic) and changes of of withholdings paid in budgets by the enterprises of
groups of commodities and operations additional reduced countries of Europe.
rates operate for that. It should be noted that for most From maintenance of Fig. 1 evidently, that indirect
countries of North Europe the high rates of tax are taxes occupy most specific gravity in the total
characteristic from the income of physical persons. For withholdings in the budget of enterprises, functioning on
example, Denmark, Sweden, is well-known as countries territory of Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Lithuania,
with the socially oriented economy apply the progressive Cyprus, Poland. This index testifies to absence of
scale of taxation of income of population, rate the half of possibilities at the governments of the indicated states of
the got income of payers of income-tax is exceeded that. mobilization of money resources in the state budgets,
From one side, direct reduction of income of population except as an increase of the tax loading on the internal
assist smoothing of standards of living of different public consumption of country.
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Fig. 1: Share of indirect taxes in the general volume of withholdings in a budget from the enterprises of countries of
Europe after 2010, [10]

The analogical graphic analysis conducted for the Index of stake of withholdings on social defence of
European countries on the index of stake of direct taxes population in the general volume of withholdings in a
showed that from thirty analysable countries of Europe, budget from the enterprises of countries of Europe
in five of leaders on considerable specific gravity of direct characterizes the row of tendencies, both in social politics
taxes in withholdings of enterprises, enter: Denmark, and in tax politics of the state. In particular, by leaders
Norway, Iceland, Great Britain and Sweden. among the examined thirty European countries on

The tendency folded for direct taxes within the withholdings on social defence, apparently on a Fig. 2,
framework of the system of taxation of enterprise there are Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia. This feature
structures of the indicated countries of Europe confirms is explained, foremost, by a circumstance that state
the well-known fact of characteristic for them high pension fund prevail in the system of pension insurance
standard of living of population. Because basis of of population of these countries, that assist aspiring of
economic prosperity of any company is made exactly by government to mobilization of money resources in the
the remuneration of labour of member of this company, centralized fund due to withholdings of employers
salary, the value added created into a country depends on (enterprises) in behalf on pension insurance of their hired
the size of that and and the height of economy of the state workers. In Czech Republic and Slovakia non-state
depends on the whole. pension  fund  cover  only  5% from all pension payments
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Fig. 2: Share of direct taxes in the general volume of withholdings in a budget from the enterprises of countries of
Europe after 2010, [11]

on a country. Third position of Germany on the index of From maintenance of Table 6, it is possible to draw
withholdings on social defence of population in the conclusion  that  the  high  rates  of income tax and
general volume of withholdings in a budget from income-tax do not mean high efficiency of direct taxation
enterprises explained by the high level of pensions in a in a country and vice versa, characterize possibilities of
country,  arriving  at 70% from a salary and averaging on government on forming of tax receivables of the state only
a  country  in  2011 about 1200 doll. USA in a month [13]. due to the increase of the tax loading on an internal
In France of contribution in pension fund workers and consumption. So, for example, Greece, applying the high
employers bring in identical proportions, that makes about enough rates of income tax and income-tax, a most return
16% from the salary of the hired worker, but the size of from enterprises gets in form tax receivables on a tax
pension here makes 50% from a middle salary in the last value-added, because a socio-economic crisis that began
few years to labour activity [14]. in Greece as early as 2009 are force the government of

The next stage of analysis of progress of taxation of country to apply the most effective and the least expense
enterprise structures trends in the countries of Europe is in administration tax value-added.
a groupment of countries on the index of correlation of Championship of Denmark and Norway among
direct and indirect taxes. Analysis of data on thirty countries, direct taxes prevail in the volume of
countries of Europe, allowed to divide them into four withholdings of enterprises of that, explained by the high
groups (Table 6 is a Table 9). level  of income of population, development of the system
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Fig. 3: Share of withholdings on social defence in the general volume of withholdings in a budget from the enterprises
of countries of Europe after 2010, [12]

of non-state pension insurance, what the volume of establishment of optimal structure of tax receivables in the
withholdings of enterprises allows to shorten on pension budget of the state and, vice versa, can hide in itself the
insurance of the hired workers. great number of social, economic, political problems.

As be obvious from a Table 8, predominance of So, for example, considerable specific gravity of the
withholdings on social defence in the general volume of social withholdings in the lump sum of withholdings of
withholdings of enterprises of country, the socially enterprises of Italy testifies to the considerable loading on
oriented character of her budgetary-tax politics does not an enterprise sector on providing of pension payments to
yet mean and can only confirm ineffectiveness of social the population by the state. This tendency is confirmed
politics and strategy in the field of adjusting of labour by such index, as stake of pension payments from the
relations. volume of gross internal product of country. In Italy this

Identical correlation of direct, indirect taxes and index makes 14% [19]. It is explained also by the difficult
withholdings on social defence of enterprises of the demographic situation related to the subzero birth-rate
countries indicated in a Table 9 does not mean and high mean time of life of population in a country.
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Table 6: Countries of Europe, indirect taxes prevail in the volume of withholdings of enterprises of that

Item Country Share of indirect taxes Share of direct taxes Share of social security contributions

1 Greece 39,7 25,2 35,1

2 Ireland 41,4 37,9 20,7

3 Estonia 41,7 19,9 38,4

4 Malta 41,8 40,1 18,1

5 Latvia 42,2 27,1 30,7

6 Portugal 43,1 28,4 28,5

7 Poland 43,5 21,9 34,6

8 Cyprus 43,8 31,1 25,1

9 Lithuania 44,7 17 38,3

10 Romania 45,2 22,6 32,2

11 Hungary 45,5 22,6 31,9

12 Bulgaria 55,4 18,8 25,8

Source: [15]

Table 7: Countries of Europe, direct taxes prevail in the volume of withholdings of enterprises of that

Item Country Share of indirect taxes Share of direct taxes Share of social security contributions

1 Luxembourg 32 38,8 29,2

2 Sweden 39,7 42,2 18,1

3 United Kingdom 36,9 44,4 18,7

4 Iceland 40,8 47,4 11,8

5 Norway 28,3 49,2 22,5

6 Denmark 35,4 62,7 1,9

Source: [16]

Table 8: Countries of Europe, in the volume of withholdings of enterprises of that withholdings prevail on social defence

Item Country Share of indirect taxes Share of direct taxes Share of social security contributions

1 Netherlands 32,2 31,5 36,3

2 France 35,5 25,8 38,7

3 Slovenia 38,5 21,8 39,7

4 Germany 29,8 29,4 40,8

5 Slovakia 37,2 19,1 43,7

6 Czech Republic 34 20,8 45,2

Source: [17]

Table 9: Countries of Europe, in that identical correlation of direct, indirect taxes and withholdings on social defence in the general volume of withholdings

of enterprises

Item Country Share of indirect taxes Share of direct taxes Share of social security contributions

1 Austria 35 30,3 34,7

2 Spain 33 30,9 36,1

3 Italy 33,5 34,9 31,6

4 Belgium 30,3 37,2 32,5

5 Finland 32 38,2 29,8

Source: [18]

At the same time, in this group Finland has the least politics is development of the story pension system, that
value of stake of the social withholdings of enterprises in in a long-term prospect will allow to shorten loading on an
the lump sum of withholdings, that confirms circumstance enterprise sector on providing of pension insurance of the
that one of strategy of government of Finland in social hired workers.
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On results the conducted analysis of the modern functioning in the countries of Europe. All indicated
state of taxation of enterprises in the countries of Europe, tendencies render negative influence on development of
it is possible to draw conclusion that an indisputable the tax systems, enterprise sector and on the whole on the
tendency in development of taxation of enterprise economy of the European states.
structures of the European states is predominance of
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